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What’s holding you back from implementing Disaster Recovery (DR) solutions for your business?
Many businesses are reluctant to commit to DR planning:

“DR is expensive and I can’t see what ROI my business can expect.”
DR isn’t about generating ROI – it’s about protecting your business.
Close to 40% of SMEs that experience a disaster go out of business if
they can’t access their data within 24 hours*. This means that when
disaster strikes, you need to get your business up and running quickly
to survive.
Our DR Solutions
Incorporate rapid, reliable, and cost-effective services which are easy
to implement. With Redcello’s DRaaS offering, your business data can
be recovered within minutes rather than hours or days, and you can
enact your disaster recovery systems at the click of a button.

Redcello’s Disaster Recovery as a
Service (DRaaS) provides leading DR
solutions and automation tools for
managed customer environments.
Our team has extensive experience in
providing DR consulting and
implementing solutions for large
organisations worldwide.

We offer comprehensive self-service capabilities which allow you to
fully manage your environment. You can test whenever you like, and
initiate DR when required.
“It’s too great a strain on my IT resources, and would disrupt
my day to day business activities.”
“I don’t need a DR solution – we replicate all business data
and have regular off site backups.”
Replicated data and off site backups aren’t enough to guarantee
DR and business continuity.

DR shouldn’t interfere with your business activities – the best
solutions will actually work around your needs.
A list of supported source systems are available on request.

Our DR Solutions

Our DR Solutions

Include comprehensive protection of application or services
replicated to the Redcello Cloud. After any DR event, your
application will be fully recovered to your original systems. You
can DR anything to the Redcello cloud: Physical or Virtual,
Windows or Linux, VMware or HyperV, we’ve got it covered.

Offer regular one-click non-disruptive testing into an isolated
network pool. This means you can fully test the environment
without disrupting the production systems. As a result, the impact
of DR tests on your business and IT staff is minimised, and you
can ensure the DR plan fully complies with all your business
requirement .

How will Redcello implement a DR plan for my business?

The Redcello team fully
assesses your DR
requirements

We work with you to
develop a comprehensive
DR strategy and plan for
your business

Your DR service is
configured

Replication is automated
with real-time reporting
on current Recovery
Point Objective (RPO)
capabilities and SLA
compliance

Our DRaaS is primarily based around Zerto for VMware environments

Redcello works to ensure that your business is secure and reliable. Maximising uptime.
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